US Fails to Address Coastal and Inland Flood, Civil Engineer Society Says
by Mark Schleifstein
Sept. 24, 2014 - 9 years after levee failures flooded New Orleans during Hurricane Katrina and 2 years after Hurricane Sandy devastated the East Coast, the nation has failed to determine the flooding risks faced by communities across the United States, the American Society of Civil Engineers said in a new report.
After Katrina, the engineering society called for addressing the financial impact and the threat to public safety of repeated flooding events.  But a year-long review of the nation's response found much work remained to be done.  "If the devastating impacts of Sandy and the losses sustained in floods and hurricanes since Katrina were to be used as the measures of progress, the nation has failed to heed the call," said the report, prepared by the society's Task Committee on Flood Safety Policies and Practices. 
"Is anybody listening?  That's the question," said Gerald Galloway, a University of Maryland engineering research professor and one of the authors of the report.  "The question is why aren't more people listening to what's been said about flood risk in report after report after report."
The new report recommends a unified national vision and organizational framework for floodplain management that includes federal, state and local governments, the business community, non-profit organizations, and the public as partners.  "There's a need to make this a not-Washington-only effort," Galloway said.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which often is the lead agency in addressing flood risk, has been using new analytical tools and new methods of determining flood risk, and the resiliency of levees and other structures.  That began with the forensic investigation of the failure of federal levees and floodwalls following Hurricane Katrina, said Ed Link, who chaired the Department of Defense-sponsored Interagency Performance Evaluation Task Force that conducted that investigation.  Link is also a research engineering professor at the University of Maryland and co-author of the engineer society's new report.
"But that doesn't get filtered down to the local and state levels, because of resources," he said.  Local and state governments often lack the money and expertise to conduct the flooding risk assessments necessary to determine if structures not controlled by the Corps are adequate, Link said.
The National Dam Safety Program, led by the Federal Emergency Management Agency, is a good example of the problem, Link said.  While the program brings together federal, state and some local and private entities that own and operate dams, only dams owned by federal agencies have been confirmed to be in good shape, he said.  Those federal agencies have the resources to inspect and maintain those dams, but they represents only 5% of the nation's dams, Link said.
"It's a bigger challenge for states to do the things necessary to understand the risk and try to drive that risk down, to limit its potential effects on both people and financial resources," he said.  "Some states have very effective programs, but others have programs that are really starving for resources and don't necessarily get to do what they need to do."
The same problem is facing local and state governments in coastal communities with flood risk, he said.  To help, the report recommends that the nation defines and uses best practices in flood risk management, including identifying and communicating flood risks to the public, which can only be done with money that is lacking today.
"We do not have a sound analysis of the potential risk to the nation from flooding," the report said.  It also noted that Congress authorized a national flood vulnerability assessment in 2007, but has provided no money for it.  "We are operating in the dark, as we continue to underfund our flood risk mapping program," the report said.  "The public at large, and many public officials, clearly do not understand the risk we face." 
In a conclusion likely to be no surprise to Louisiana residents, the report also said much of the nation's flood infrastructure, mostly levees, "remains in marginal condition and there is no realistic plan in place to deal with or improve these conditions."
Again, it's because federal dollars are scare and local communities don't have the resources, the report said.  "Efforts to develop innovative funding mechanisms fall prey to political obstructionism," it said.
The combined 1-2 punch of population growth and the effects of climate change, including changes in rainfall patterns and rising sea levels, will make things worse in the future, the report concluded.
It noted a report by the Federal Emergency Management Agency that said the 100-year floodplain in the contiguous United States could expand by 45% by 2100.  The so-called 100-year floodplain includes areas that have a 1% chance of flooding in any year.
"If something is not done to reduce risk, we are passing on to succeeding generations a potentially insurmountable challenge," the report said.  For the public, understanding that risk would be helped by the creation of new maps that explain the risk better than today's FEMA flood maps, which simply outline areas within flood zones, Galloway  said.
"The new buzz word is the depth map," he said.  "It shows how deep the water will be with each kind of flood.  With the existing map, you just see you're in an area requiring elevation above the 100-year floodplain.  But if you can see your area will have 10 feet of water, you will have a whole new opinion."
Those maps also could be used to show the potential future sea level rise for residents and businesses rebuilding after coastal flooding disasters, he said.
The engineers found that there actually has been a significant shift in the national approach to floods – from the traditional mind-set of controlling floods to a recognition that absolute protection from flooding isn't possible.  In New Orleans, that's represented by the corps' decision to drop the term "hurricane protection system" for the area's levees, and to use "hurricane and storm surge risk reduction system" instead.
But without collaboration at the local, state and national level, such efforts are far from complete, the report said.  For instance, in existing high flood risk areas, the report said, there's a delicate political balance between property interests and social and environmental values.  "For example, a strategy may be to incorporate resilience in new or established development within flood-prone areas," the report said.  But to implement the strategy, it must be built into local government building codes.  That can be a daunting political task.
"How do we undo 100 years or so of pretty poor land use management?" Link asked.  "We've allowed development in areas that are less than optimum for development" because of increased flood risk.
Short-term political perspectives aimed at promoting development has resulted in more people, more property, more assets exposed to hazards today than in the past, he said.  The national trend is for even more people and businesses to move to coastal communities, often into flood risk areas.
But while requiring residents or businesses to relocate, or simply removing economic assets in the flood zone, may be the best strategy, such proposals are often rejected as unworkable because of perceived barriers between federal and state agencies and the local government, the report said. 
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